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Writing multiple-choice test items that promote and measure critical thinking. They lend themselves to
covering a broad range of content and assessing a wide variety of learning objectives. Dependent samples.
Avoid vague stems by stating the problem in the stem: Poor Example a. Savvy test-takers can use information
in one question to answer another question, reducing the validity of the test. Gold was discovered in central
California. Increasing beef production on viable land 4. Increasing beef production on viable land can prevent
global warming 4. How can we construct good multiple-choice items? Which of the following t-tests is
appropriate to use in this situation? When your test is written, go through and reorder where the correct
answers are placed, if necessary. Often the longest answer is the correct one. Here are the ten rules. There is
little difference in difficulty, discrimination, and test score reliability among items containing two, three, and
four distractors. Never use questions or answer options that could trick a learner. The rules covered here make
tests more accurate, so the questions are interpreted as intended and the answer options are clear and without
hints. You decide to analyze their scores from a test they took before the instruction and their scores from
another exam taken after the instruction. Related Articles:. George Washington. Create distractors that are
plausible to avoid students guessing the correct answer. Slowing population growth 3. Good Example What is
the main reason so many people moved to California in ? This way, the answer options can be short, making
them less confusing and more legible. Lawrence Erlbaum Associates,  The east was preparing for a civil war.
Validity of a taxonomy of multiple-choice item-writing rules. Has an eagle on its state flag. Another thing to
consider is that student success when answering multiple choice questions can be influenced by factors
unrelated to the subject matter, such as reading ability, deductive reasoning, and the use of context clues.
Stems can be in the form of a question or an incomplete sentence.


